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Find Us online

Or Come Visit Us!
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BRUXELLES
CAPE TOWN

MEMPHIS

TENERIFE

ZAGREB

MUNICH

Architects, interior designers, lamp manufacturers, 
brands and retailers with a creative soul, always 
looking for new solutions: we have the solutions for 
you otherwise we create them together! A dedicated 
customer care and logistics service, for B2B custo-
mers will make your daily life easier.
Reach us at: info.b2b@creative-cables.com 

professional

Colourful fabric covered cables and lighting compo-
nents are our daily bread: every do-it-yourself lover 
will fall in love with Creative-Cables, and give vent 
to their ingenuity and creativity! Or why not let us 
meet you halfway and have us customize one of 
our finished products based on your taste, ideas 
and design.
You decide #YourLightStyle. 

diy

Components and 360° customization are at the heart of 
our service, but we know that many customers like to 
be guided in their choice.
That’s why we have designed a wide range of table, 
wall, ceiling or suspension lamps of various kinds and 
workmanship, ready to be installed! 

READY-MADE PRODUCTS 

THERE’S A CREATIVE-CABLES ANSWER FOR EVERYONE
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RM04

RM13

RM20

RM14

RM12

RM11RM17RM07

RM01

RM16 RM08

RM19

RT94

RM09RM15RM25RM10

RM18 RM06

RM26RM03RM02RM00

RM05

RM22

 RT41RT14

RZ04

RZ12RZ11RZ07RZ08

RZ09RZ15RZ10

RZ06 RP04 RP09

RF06

RF15RF10

Lighting cables
More than 150 colours, patterns, textures and surface effects for different uses, tastes or design. Choose among the offered styles
(round, twisted, nautical, large section or flat) to select what best suits your lighting project: they are incredibly flexible, because we use high 
quality PVC to avoid bulges or wrinkles.
All of our lighting cables are IM-HAR certified, the highest quality standard in Europe.
Every single product is designed and Made in Italy.

Rayon cables have a bright solid finish, which is elegant yet informal.
Shiny as silk, they can bring colour wherever needed.

Round rayon cables

Specifications:
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6 mm 3x0,75
This product complies with all Italian and European safety regulations

RM27

RM31

RM35

RM34 RH69 RM32

RM33 RM21 RM36

RZ24 RZ23

RX04 RX00RX01 RX03

RX05

Cotton cables have pastel colours and warm tones. Cotton has a natural look and 
matches cozy and minimal environments. Ideal for those who prefer a “raw” feeling.

Round cotton cables

Specifications:
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75 
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

RC04RC01 RC35RC31RC10

RC34 RC63

RC43

RC13RC23

RX07 RX09

RZ25RZ27 RZ28RP25RP26

RP27

RP28 RP30

RX10RX11 RX12

RX13

RC32

RC30 RC53

RX08
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A copper layer partially covers a black electrical flex, for an incredibly shiny effect.
We love it for that special industrial yet very chic touch.

Round metal cables

Specifications:
H03VV 300/300V 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under metal braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,6 mm 3x0,75
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

Linen and jute bring warmth and coziness to any room: they perfectly match furniture 
in natural materials such as wood and earth colours. You will love their unmistakable 
“coarse” and rustic touch.

Round natural cables

Specifications:
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Certificazione IMQ-HAR
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6 mm 3x0,75
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

RR01 RR02 RR03 RR11RR12 RR13

Take plain cotton fabric, add some shimmering thread and you’ll get a glamorous cable 
for your lamp.

Round glitter cables

Specifications:
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

RD73 RD63 RD53 RD71 RD61 RD51 RD72

RD62 RD75 RD65 RD55 RD74 RD64 RD54

RS81 RS82 RS83

Round mixed cables

Specifications:
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6 mm 3x0,75
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

Not only colours can be mixed, but fabrics too! In this small selections, linen, cotton, glitters are put together to create some totally new 
patterns.

RL09RL05RL04RL03RL02RL01RL00

RL06 RL22 RL13

RN01 RN02 RN03 RN04  RN06
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Ideal for lighting projects with a modern and elegant look, our rayon cables offer a bright 
and shiny finish. Rayon cables have a bright solid finish, which is elegant yet informal. 

Twisted rayon cables

Specifications:
FRRTX 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Twisted Visible Spiral Cable DOUBLE INSULATION (additional transparent sheath), 
braided woven cloth textile sleeve
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 o 6,6mm 3x0,75
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

TM04TM26TM02TM01 TM00

TM05

TM22

TM13

TM20

TM14

TM12 TM11TM07

TM08TM19TM09TM15TM25

TM10 TF10

TM06

TZITA TZUSA TZ22 TG06TG07TG01

TG08 TG09TG05TG04TG03 TG02

TM21

Thanks to their special twisted texture, they look like braids: but believe us, they are real 
electric cables! Cotton has a natural look and matches cozy and minimal environments. 
Ideal for those who prefer a “raw” feeling. 

Twisted cotton cables

Specifications:
FRRTX 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Visible Spiral Cable DOUBLE INSULATION (additional transparent sheath), braided 
woven cloth textile sleeve 
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

Thanks to their special twisted texture, they look like braids: but believe us, they are real 
electric cables! Linen and jute bring warmth and coziness to any room: they perfectly 
match furniture in natural materials such as wood and earth colours.

Twisted natural cables

Specifications:
FRRTX 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Twisted Visible Spiral Cable DOUBLE INSULATION (additional transparent sheath),
braided woven cloth textile covering
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6 mm 3x0,75
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

TC04TC43 TC23 TC13TC53TC01 TC63

TN04TN03TN02TN01 TN07 TN06
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These cables are braided with a peculiar pattern that cannot be found in other cables of our assortment. The effect is obtained by mixing 
coloured and transparent threads hereby resulting in some astonishing effects!
Some of these cables are made out of natural fibres such as cotton, jute or linen; others are called “HD” because of their vivid and 
highly defined colours.

Vertigo cables

Outdoor round electric cables

Specifications:
Diameter 6,6mm 3x0.75 fabric covered, H05RN-F rubber cable
Legal reference EN 50525-2-21
European Low Voltage Directive N. 2014/35/UE
IMQ-HAR certified N. CA01.00683
Flexible class 5 conductor in electrolytic red copper, in compliance with IEC 60228
Isolation Elastomeric rubber EI 4 in compliance with EN 50363-1
Insulation colour in accordance with HD 402 and EN 50525-1 requirements
External elastomeric rubber sheath in accordance with EN 50363-2-1.
Sheath coloured black
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

SM04 SM09 SM21SN06

Outdoor cables
Finally, you can use Creative-Cables even in your outside spaces: thanks to a double covering these outdoor cables are fire and oil resistant 
and can withstand temperatures from -25K to +60K.
All of our outdoor cables are IM-HAR certified, the highest quality standard in Europe.
Every single product is designed and Made in Italy.

LAN cables

LAN cables
Make your computer a design piece and add a colourful edge to your home or work office with the coloured LAN cables from Creative-Cables. 
All of our LAN cables are IM-HAR certified, the highest quality standard in Europe.
Every single product is designed and Made in Italy.

RC01 RZ04 RM04 RM09 RF15 RF06

Specifications:
Cat 5e UTP Patch LAN Cable
Data transfer speed: Gigabit-LAN at 10/100/1000 Mbit

ERM52ERM46

ERM51ERM48

ERM50ERM47ERM37ERM53

ERM49

ERM38

ERM55 ERM40ERM41ERM54ERM56 ERM39

ERM60 ERM62ERM63 ERM61

ERM45 ERM59ERM57ERM44 ERM58

ERM67 ERM42ERM43ERM65ERM64 ERM66

ERC37ERD23

ERR04

ERC36ERD21ERD22ERD20

ERR05

ERN07
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Large section cables
Our large section (3x1,50 mm²) cables will help you when you require some extra power: multi sockets, power leads, wall installations, 
extension cables. Choose among the offered styles (round, twisted) for what best serves your purpose: they are incredibly flexible, 
because we use high quality PVC to avoid bulges or wrinkles. All of our large section cables are IM-HAR certified, the highest quality 
standard in Europe. Every single product is designed and Made in Italy.

Rayon cables have a bright solid finish, which is elegant yet informal. Shiny as silk, they  
can bring colour wherever needed.

Wide round rayon cables

Specifications:
H05VV-F 300/500V 3x1,50
DOUBLE INSULATION Round Flexible Cable covered by rayon under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
IMQ-HAR Certificated
Diameter: 8,5 mm
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

RM09RM04 RM19RM01 RM00 RM10

RH69 RM21

RM12

RN02 RN03 RN04RN01 RN06

Wide twisted rayon cables

Specifications:
FRRTX 300/300V 300/500V 3x1,50
DOUBLE INSULATION (additional transparent sheath), Twisted Flexible Cable covered by rayon 
under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
IMQ-HAR Certificated
Diameter: 9 mm
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

TM01 TM00 TM05  TM13

TN02 TN03 TN04TN01 TN06

Thanks to their special twisted texture, they look like braids: but believe us, they are real 
electric cables! Rayon cables have a bright solid finish, which is elegant yet informal. 

RZ04 RT41

TM09TM04TM02

Wide twisted natural cables

Specifications:
FRRTX 300/300V 300/500V 3x1,50
DOUBLE INSULATION (additional transparent sheath), Twisted Flexible Cable covered by 
fabric under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
IMQ-HAR Certificated
Diameter: 9 mm
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

Thanks to their special twisted texture, they look like braids: but believe us, they are 
real electric cables! Linen and Jute have a natural feeling which will bring warmth and 
coziness to any room.

Wide round natural fabric cables

Specifications:
H05VV-F 300/500V 3x1,50
DOUBLE INSULATION Round Flexible Cable covered by cotton under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
IMQ-HAR Certificated
Diameter: 8,5 mm
This product is in compliance with all Italian and European safety regulations

Cotton cables have pastel colours and warm tones. Cotton has a natural look and 
matches cozy and minimal environments.
Ideal for those who prefer a “raw” feeling.
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Rope cables
Covered with soft flock and raw jute in order to increase their diameters, cables can become a nautical rope with various thicknesses,
colours and finishes. Inspired by the maritime style, they can create a totally unexpected suspension lamp.
All of our rope cables are IM-HAR certified, the highest quality standard in Europe.
Every single product is designed and Made in Italy.

The electrical cable becomes an electrical cord. The double covered electrical cables 
are covered with soft flocked and raw jute in order to reach a 16 mm diameter.
You can use XL electrical cord covered in raw jute to match our new natural wood
roses and lamp holders in order to create suspension lamps of great effect. 100%
Made in Italy. The cable is sold by the meter, multiple orders will be delivered in one
piece up to a maximum of 20 meters in length.

Rope cables

Specifications:
FRRTX 300/300V 3x0,75
Visible Spiral Flexible Cable which is double insulated, under the fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter 16, 24 or 30 mm

CLS16JUT CLS16LIN CLS16COT CLS16COTLIN CLS16COUNTRY CLS16BERNADOTTE CLS16ORLEANS

XL - 16 mm

CLS16NERO CLS16VERDE CLS16BORDEAUX

CLS24COUNTRY CLS24BERNADOTTE CLS24ORLEANS

CLS30LIN CLS30COT CLS30COTLIN  CLS30NERO CLS30VERDE

CLS24JUT CLS24LIN CLS24COT CLS24COTLIN

CLS24NERO CLS24VERDE CLS24BORDEAUX

CLS30JUT

2XL - 24 mm

3XL - 30 mm
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SystemS

SystemS
Creative-Cables systems are our lighting solutions designed to adapt to your needs, both in terms of style and 
interior you’re working on.
We have solutions for your walls and ceilings, but also to decorate your outdoor spaces.
Choose the components that best suits to the mood of your design and to the color of the cable that gave 
you inspiration. Enhance your interior, create your custom solution, illuminate the room.

Creative-Cables systems are coherent lighting solutions designed to provide you with an answer that fits the 
style and functional needs you are working on. Our systems address both indoor and outdoor contexts as you 
simply have to lay the puzzle using the components at your disposal. As is the Creative-Cables trademark, you 
can of course customize, request different finishes and colours when working with our system solutions, to 
make sure that the system fits #YourLightStyle. Stay tuned as we develop and extend the ranges within our 
systems, even here the catalogue never sleeps!
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System - Filé System

Filé System

Forget about the difficulties of wiring a lamp holder! The Filé System is 
Creative-Cables’ solution allowing everyone to create a wall or ceiling 
lighting solution to decor their interiors. The Filé system includes four 
components, which are made in Italy from untreated Beachwood: a 
canopy with one lateral hole, a lamp holder with E27 fitting, a wall 
fairlead and a terminal block.

PASLCAT01BLCAT01RLCAT01 TLCAT01

Flat cables

Specifications:
Rectangular flat shaped 2x1,5 cable, 13,5x5,5 mm, compliant with EN 60228/ IEC 60228 regulation
Electrolytic annealed copper conductor, class 5 in accordance with EN 60228/ IEC 60228
Cable specifications: H05RNH2-F Neoprene covered in rayon fabric
Maximum cable length 25 m
Nominal Voltage: 300/500 V
Operating temperature: -40KC/+ 60KC
No flame propagation: in accordance with EN 60332-1-2/IEC 60332-1
Referring Regulations: EN 50525-2-82 and IEC 60245

CF10 CM05 CF15 CM09 CM16 CM17 CH69

CM27 CM02 CM03 CM04 CZ04

Components

All components are wooden and 100% Italian made, you can paint , varnish or leave the wood natural to suit your needs and creative projects.

CAT-LINCAT-WIG

Filé System Kits

The Wiggle and the Linear kit has been designed to help you create simple yet unusual and catchy design on your walls and ceilings without 
needing to make a custom project for them.

Wall fairleadLamp holderCanopy Terminal block

CM21 CM22

CZ22 CN06

The lamp holder attaches directly to the rectangular cable and can be installed at any point. The wall fairlead guarantees the lineari-
ty of the installation while the canopy and the terminal block open and close the installation. How many designs will you invent?

Easy to install, beautiful to expose
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System - String lights system

Select how many meters of cable you need and configure your string light by adding the necessary accessories: Schuko plug, Hook, E27 
lamp holders, Bulbs with an E27 fitting.
Thanks to their unique colours and the completely customizable configuration, the String lights will make the atmosphere of your summer 
evenings magical: you can place hook and lamp holders where you prefer and where you really need them!

Customizable

String lights system

String lights are wonderful and everyone loves them, but... they all look 
the same! Creative-Cables can give you an alternative. Make your outdoor 
installations unique by choosing the color of the cable, how many lights you 
want (and where you want to place them) and which light bulbs you prefer. 
Your creativity is the only limit here.

Plugs, hooks, junctions, lamp holders: everything you need to complete your string light and illuminate gardens, gazebos and terraces.

String light accessories 

SPCATFRN PLC27TPN19 TERGCATN CON01 PC10FCATM01

Flat cables

Specifications:
Rectangular flat shaped 2x1,5 cable, 13,5x5,5 mm, compliant with EN 60228/ IEC 60228 regulation
Electrolytic annealed copper conductor, class 5 in accordance with EN 60228/ IEC 60228
Cable specifications: H05RNH2-F Neoprene covered in rayon fabric
Maximum cable length 25 m
Nominal Voltage: 300/500 V
Operating temperature: -40KC/+ 60KC
No flame propagation: in accordance with EN 60332-1-2/IEC 60332-1
Referring Regulations: EN 50525-2-82 and IEC 60245

 See page 89 to complete your Installation

CF10 CM05 CF15 CM09 CM16 CM17 CH69

CM27 CM02 CM03 CM04 CZ04

CM21 CM22

CZ22 CN06
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Tube-Bulbs revolution

Syntax is the revolutionary S14d fitting socket allowing everyone to 
create arrangements that have not been seen before simple using tube 
bulbs. Syntax allows for an easy installation of the bulbs, allowing you 
to concentrate on the design of the interior you’re working on.
This minimal yet functional socket can be installed on a cable with a 
strain relief or matched with an extension pipe.

System - Syntax

A solution for every need

This socket gives multiple possibilities to match different styles and interior 
configurations: from industrial lofts to monochrome studios, passing by luxury 
living rooms and unique open spaces. Create your wall, single or multiple 
pendant lamps with this simple socket. Empower your lighting creativity with a 
new world of enlightened possibilities.

SS14DTERP1NE SS14DTERM1CR SS14DTERM1RA SS14DTERM1GO SS14DTERM1BRSYNTAX_S14D

APM1E30S14DVN PDMVNS14DRM04 APM4S14DVN

Ready-to-use Syntax lamps

Syntax® is the revolutionary S14d fitting socket created to enable the infinite potential of tube bulbs. 
Once limited to simple wall mounting, tube bulbs can now be displayed in all their majesty hanging directly both from your walls or ceilings. 
Light enthusiasts finally have the possibility to stage tube bulbs in before unseen ways: just plug them to this minimal functional socket and 
let them shine. 
This Creative-Cables worldwide exclusive designed by RLON can be connected to any round or twisted cable from our range with a strain 
relief and paired with our metal extension pipes. 
You might choose to get a S14d Syntax® thermoplastic socket with or without a round strain relief clamp. You can choose from plastic or 
metal finish strain relief cable clamps, available in black plastic or copper, chrome, brass, black pearl metal finish.

Lamp holders

The S14d Syntax socket can be matched with a wide range of tube bulbs: we’ve selected 8 of them. Transparent, gold, smoky grey 
and opal finishes will be available in different lengths: small (300 mm), medium (500 mm) and large (1000 mm). 

Bulbs

SEG50182 SEG50183 SEG50184 SEG50186

8W - 2000K - 300 Lm - 300mm 8W - 2200K - 350 Lm - 300mm 8W - 2200K - 100 Lm - 300 mm 12W - 2000K - 440 Lm - 500 mm

SEG50187 

12W - 2200K - 500 Lm - 500mm

SEG50181

8W - 2200K - 350 Lm - 300mm

12W - 2200K - 240 Lm - 500mm

SEG50188

13W - 2200K - 720 Lm - 1000mm

SEG50190
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System - Creative-Tubes

Creative-Tube is much more than just a fabric-covered conduit!
In fact, thanks to the metal filaments that run throughout its entire length, Creative-Tube can assume and maintain any shape you give it. 
You can use Creative-Tubes for exterior walls. Their internal material complies with CEI-EN 61386-1 + EN 61386-22 Classification 3321 
and it is IMQ certified. With Creative-Cables’ Creative-Tube you’ll create a custom wiring in a few minutes.

and customize it!

Make your wiring shine

If you’re tired of the plastic white cable trays ruining the aesthetics of your 
projects or you need to install cables (electric or special ones) without 
breaking walls and also adding a touch of color Creative-Tube system unifies 
the fabric covering to a casing with two metal filaments that maintain the 
shape once bent.

Discover all the amazing possibilities offered by Creative-Tubes and take the time to discover the accessories that best serve your 
creativity.

Creative-Tube accessories 

TERM3ZI

Creative-Tube 20 mm

Specifications:
The internal material of the Creative Tube complies with CEI-EN 61386-1 + EN 61386-22
Classification No: 3321
Crushing Resistance: >750N on 5 cm at 20KC
Shock Resistance: (-15KC) after applying 2 kg mass hammer
Operating Temperature: -5KC to +60KC
Resistance to flame propagation: self-extinguishing VO
Dielectric strength: <2000V A 50Hz
Insulation resistance: >100 mega ohm
Diameter: 20 mm

RN06 RM04 RN02 RN01 RM09

CLIPD20

Metal cable 
terminal 

Metal clad Metal clad 
socket

Create many designs and find the answer to your functional needs with our range of Junction Boxes for Creative Tubes. Plugs and 
switches in different standards, both available on single and double boxes. 

Junction boxes 
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Rose-One System

Create your Ceiling Rose

Rose-One System is Creative-Cables exclusive patented solution allowing 
anyone to personalize their space with unique ceiling roses. Each Rose-One 
ceiling rose has a wide range of options you can choose from to create the 
solution that best fits your needs and taste.

Follow your taste and needs

Size, shape, number of holes and decoration of the ceiling rose itself are the 
options you can choose for your customization. Rose-One can be comple-
mented with cables, lamp holders, light bulbs and lampshades: making each 
solution unique. For our professionals not only do we offer ready to use kits 
but also provide the separate covers with or without holes and the possibility 
to make them themselves using the template. 

For all our customers who like to create and design, being able to choose your ceiling rose for single or multi pendant lights just got a whole 
lot easier. Rose-One system comes in a wide variety of colors and design options. Look out for more options to come.

Rose-One Kits

Small 200 mm

KROQ201F102 KROQ202F102 KROQ203LF102 KROQ203TF102 KROQ204F102 KROQ205F102

KROQ206F102 KROQ207F102

Available finishes

KROR201F102 KROR202F102 KROR203LF102 KROR203TF102 KROR204F102 KROR205F102

KROR206F102 KROR207F102

Large 400 mm

KROQ403LF102 KROQ403TF102KROQ401F102 KROQ402F102 KROQ404F102 KROQ405LF102

KROQ405PF102 KROQ406F102 KROQ408F102 KROQ409EF102 KROQ409XF102 KROQ4010F102

KROQ4012F102 KROQ4014F102 KROQ4015F102

Available finishes

Available finishes
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KROR403LF102 KROR403TF102KROR401F102 KROR402F102 KROR404F102 KROR405LF102

KROR405PF102 KROR406F102 KROR408F102 KROR409EF102 KROR409XF102 KROR4010F102

KROR4012F102 KROR4014F102 KROR4015F102

Available finishes

The Rose-One pre-drilled come in two different diemeters: 200 and 400 mm. But also in two different shapes: square and round. 
Covers are pre-drilled with 1 to 15 holes depending on their dimension following different kind of punching schemes. Covers come in 
different designs and colors and are made in aluminum or dibond. Complete the Rose-One ceiling rose with specific accessories: a metal 
ceiling rose and cable clamps.

Pre-drilled covers

CVFQ203LF109 CVFQ203TF109CVFQ201F109 CVFQ202F109 CVFQ204F109 CVFQ205F109

CVFQ206F109 CVFQ207F109 CVFQ401F109 CVFQ402F109 CVFQ403LF109 CVFQ403TF109

CVFQ404F109 CVFQ405LF109 CVFQ405PF109 CVFQ406F109 CVFQ408F109 CVFQ409EF109

CVFQ4012F109 CVFQ4014F109CVFQ409XF109 CVFQ4010F109 CVFQ4015F109 CVFR201F109

CVFR202F109 CVFR203LF109 CVFR203TF109 CVFR204F109 CVFR205F109 CVFR206F109

CVFR207F109 CVFR401F109 CVFR402F109 CVFR403LF109 CVFR403TF109 CVFR404F109

CVFR405LF109 CVFR405PF109 CVFR406F109 CVFR408F109 CVFR409EF109 CVFR409XF109

The Rose-One un-drilled come in two different diemeters, 200 and 400 mm, and in two different shapes, square and round. Covers 
come in different designs and colors and are made in aluminum or dibond. Covers can be drilled following different kind of punching 
schemes: to drill the covers use our template.

Un-drilled covers

CVSQ40104 CVSQ40105CVSQ40102 CVSQ40103 CVSQ40106 CVSQ40107

CVSQ40108 CVSQ40201 CVSQ40202 CVSQ40203 CVSQ40204 CVSQ40205

CVSQ401009

CVSR40104 CVSR40105CVSR40102 CVSR40103 CVSR40106 CVSR40107
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CVSR40108 CVSR40109 CVSR40201 CVSR40202 CVSR40203 CVSR40204

CVSR40301 CVSR40302 CVSR40303 CVSR40304

Compose your Rose-One system with these special accessories: metal ceiling roses available in two sizes (7+4 holes 120mm or 15+4 
holes 300mm), special transparent cable clamps designed to be hidden, a template to drill your covers.

Accessories

KDIMA-ROSE-ONE

KRM127F4LVBO PC100SER04KRM3015F4LVBO

The Rose-One Template allows you to drill the un-drilled covers
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roses 

Glossy white

Components - Ceiling roses 
A ceiling rose is an essential accessory for any design lamp. We offer a wide range of shapes, sizes and materials that will easily match 
any home style.

Among our best selling products, metal ceiling roses are available in 6 finishes. We created also the 2-3-4-5-7 hole versions to create 
multiple pendants: the side-holes roses can help design a totally customized wall or ceiling light fitting array.
Cable clamps can be made from plastic or metal and have different lengths, for an even more personalised solutions.

Metal ceiling roses

Matte white

KRM57FCVB KRM57FCVBTERP KRM572FVB KRM572FVBTERP KRM573FVB KRM573FVBTERP

KRM574FVB KRM574FVBTERP KRM575FVB KRM575FVBTERP KRM576FVB KRM576FVBTERP

KRM12FC2LVB KRM12FC2LVBTERP

KRM57FCVBOTERM4 KRM57FCVBOTERM5KRM57FCVBO KRM57FCVBOTERM KRM572FVBO KRM572FVBOTERM

KRM573FVBO KRM573FVBOTERM KRM574FVBO KRM575FVBOKRM574FVBOTERM KRM575FVBOTERM

KRM576FVBO KRM576FVBOTERM KRM12FC2LVBO KRM12FC2LVBOTERM
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Black

Chrome

KRM57FCVNTERM4 KRM57FCVNTERM5KRM57FCVN KRM57FCVNTERM KRM572FVN

KRM573FVN KRM573FVNTERM KRM574FVN

KRM572FVNTERM

KRM575FVN

KRM576FVN

KRM574FVNTERM KRM575FVNTERM

KRM576FVNTERM KRM12FC2LVN KRM12FC2LVNTERM

KRM57FCCRTERM4 KRM57FCCRTERM5KRM57FCCR KRM57FCCRTERM KRM572FCR KRM572FCRTERM

KRM573FCR KRM573FCRTERM KRM574FCR KRM574FCRTERM KRM575FCR KRM575FCRTERM

KRM576FCR KRM576FCRTERM KRM12FC2LCRTERMKRM12FC2LCR

Copper

Brass

KRM57FCRATERM4 KRM57FCRATERM5KRM57FCRA KRM57FCRATERM KRM572FRA KRM572FRATERM

KRM573FRA KRM573FRATERM KRM574FRA KRM574FRATERM KRM575FRA KRM575FRATERM

KRM576FRA KRM576FRATERM KRM12FC2LRATERMKRM12FC2LRA

KRM57FCGOTERM4 KRM57FCGOTERM5KRM57FCGO KRM57FCGOTERM KRM572FGO KRM572FGOTERM

KRM573FGO KRM573FGOTERM KRM574FGO KRM574FGOTERM KRM575FGO KRM575FGOTERM

KRM576FGO KRM576FGOTERM KRM12FC2LGOTERMKRM12FC2LGO
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Pearl black

KRM57FCBRTERM4 KRM57FCBRTERM5KRM57FCBR KRM57FCBRTERM KRM572FBR KRM572FBRTERM

KRM573FBR KRM573FBRTERM KRM574FBR KRM574FBRTERM KRM575FBR KRM575FBRTERM

KRM576FBR KRM576FBRTERM KRM12FC2LBRTERMKRM12FC2LBR

Brushed titanium

KRM57FCTISTERM4 KRM57FCTISTERM5KRM57FCTIS KRM57FCTISTERM KRM572FTIS KRM572FTISTERM

KRM573FTIS KRM573FTISTERM KRM574FTIS KRM574FTISTERM KRM575FTIS KRM575FTISTERM

KRM576FTIS KRM576FTISTERM KRM12FC2LTISTERMKRM12FC2LTIS

Brushed bronze

KRM57FCOTSTERM4 KRM57FCOTSTERM5KRM57FCOTS KRM57FCOTSTERM KRM572FOTS KRM572FOTSTERM

KRM573FOTS KRM573FOTSTERM KRM574FOTS KRM574FOTSTERM KRM575FOTS KRM575FOTSTERM

KRM576FOTS KRM576FOTSTERM KRM12FC2LOTSTERMKRM12FC2LOTS

Brushed copper

KRM57FCRASTERM4 KRM57FCRASTERM5KRM57FCRAS KRM57FCRASTERM KRM572FRAS KRM572FRASTERM

KRM573FRAS KRM573FRASTERM KRM574FRAS KRM574FRASTERM KRM575FRAS KRM575FRASTERM

KRM576FRAS KRM576FRASTERM KRM12FC2LRASTERMKRM12FC2LRAS
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25909 2590025902 25905

These colourful and cup shaped Made in Italy ceiling roses will give that pop twist to your ceiling light.

Metal painted ceiling rose

KRM12SF4LVB KRM12SF4LVN KRM12SF4LCR KRM12SF4LRA KRM12SF4LGO

These 4-side-holes rosettes allow you to create pendant lamps but are also beautiful wall or ceiling junction boxes that can be coordinated 
with our cables and lampholders.

Metal ceiling rose with side holes

KRM12SF4LVBO

KRM12SF4LBR KRM12SF4LRAS KRM12SF4LOTSKRM12SF4LTIS

Specifically designed for our rope cables and offered in three basic colours, they are extremely versatile: natural wood can be painted 
or polished as desired. Each ceiling rose has a matching wooden lamp holder.

Wood ceiling roses

KRL0110 KRL0216 KRL0316 KRL0116 KRL0224

KRL0324 KRL0124 KRL0230 KRL0330 KRL0130

Silicone ceiling roses are resistant, colourful and easy to install: you won’t need to drill into your ceiling. Last but not least, they have 
a very attractive price! Each ceiling rose has a matching silicone lamp holder.

Silicone ceiling roses

KSILICONROSBLU KSILICONROSRSS KSILICONROSNER KSILICONROSTUR

KSILICONROSVIO KSILICONROSCOF KSILICONROSBIA KSILICONROSGIA KSILICONROSARA

KSILICONROSFUC KSILICONROSNOC KSILICONROSGRI KSILICONROSVER KSILICONROSLIM

KSILICONROSROS

KSILICONROSAZZ

D0301005W D0301006B D0301007RD0301010C D0301008W D0301009B

KRP0110 KRP0410

Add a touch of glamour and elegance with our leather covered wooden ceiling roses. 
The leather is handcrafted and sewn in Italy. 

Leather-covered wooden ceiling roses

KRP0310
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KR44157F KR44159F KR44156F KR44153F

KR44160F KR44161F KR44155F KR44154F KR44167F

KR44152F

KR44162F KR44165F KR44163F KR44166F

KR44168F KR73162F KR73165F KR73164F KR73163F

KR44164F

KR73166F

They are entirely manufactured in Italy: each item is unique and slight differences are due to the hand painting process. 

Hand painted ceramic ceiling roses

These 7-hole rosettes are hand-made in Italy: each piece is unique! Due to their natural look, they are perfect for a country or shabby 
chic home. Each ceiling rose has a matching ceramic lamp holder.

Ceramic ceiling roses

83-RC000 83-RC002 83-RC003 83-RC004

83-RC009 83-RC007 83-RC006 83-RC010 83-RC011

83-RC001

83-RC012 83-RC008 83-RC01383-RC005

KRSPVER

Porcelain is a timeless classic and is an elegant solution that will make your wall or ceiling lamps absolutely unique. Each ceiling rose 
has a matching porcelain lamp holder.

Porcelain ceiling roses

25923 KRSPAZZ KRSPGIA KRSPNER KRSPROS

KRSPGRI KRSP2BIA KRSP2NER
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holders

Components - Lamp holders
A lamp holder is an essential accessory for any design lamp. We offer a wide range of shapes, sizes and materials that will easily match 
any living or working environment. Lamp Holders can match or contrast the ceiling roses: it’s up to you!
All our lamp holders are IMQ-ENEC certified,  the highest quality standard in Europe

Our best-selling lamp holders, offered in six different finishes and different styles: metal, vintage, milled metal and double-ferrule. 
These last can be used with lampshades too! Each lamp holder has a matching metal ceiling rose.

Metal lamp holders

Cylindrical metal lamp holders glossy white

KBM4011VB KBM4011VBTERP

Cylindrical metal lamp holders matte white

KBM4011VBO KBM4011VBOTERM KBM4011VBOTERM4 KBM4011VBOTERM5

Cylindrical metal lamp holders black

KBM4011VN KBM4011VNTERM KBM4011VNTERM4 KBM4011VNTERM5

Cylindrical metal lamp holders chrome

KBM4011CR KBM4011CRTERM KBM4011CRTERM4 KBM4011CRTERM5

Fittings

E14 fitting E27 fitting E40 fitting
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Cylindrical metal lamp holders copper

KBM4011RA KBM4011RATERM KBM4011RATERM4 KBM4011RATERM5

Cylindrical metal lamp holders brass

KBM4011GO KBM4011GOTERM KBM4011GOTERM4 KBM4011GOTERM5

Cylindrical metal lamp holders pearl black

KBM4011BRTERM4 KBM4011BRTERM5KBM4011BR KBM4011BRTERM

Brushed titanium

Brushed bronze

Brushed copper

KBM4011TIS KBM4011TISTERM5KBM4011TISTERM KBM4011TISTERM4

KBM4011RAS KBM4011RASTERM KBM4011RASTERM4 KBM4011RASTERM5

KBM4011OTS KBM4011OTSTERM KBM4011OTSTERM4 KBM4011OTSTERM5

Double ferrule pearl black

PL27MBRTF PL27MBRTFTERM

Vintage lamp holders

KBL27ALCR KBL27ALRA KBL27ALGO KBL27ALBR

Milled aluminium lamp holders

KBR27ALRA KBR27ALCFKBR27ALGO

Double ferrule metal chrome

PL14MARTF PL14MARTFTERM PL27MARTF PL27MARTFTERM

Double ferrule metal brass

PL14MRATF PL14MRATFTERM PL27MRATF PL27MRATFTERM

Double ferrule metal copper

PL14MOTTF PL14MOTTFTERM PL27MOTTF PL27MOTTFTERM
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25927 2593025934 25925

PL27MZVCFU PL27MZVRUG PL27MZVKIW PL27MZVUVI PL27MZVZAF

PL27MZVSME PL27MZVLIM

Add a bright and pop touch to your suspended lamp with a coloured lamp holder.

Coloured metal E27 lamp holder

P-Light is the unique E14 fitting lamp holder kit allowing you to create special lighting solutions with tubular light bulbs. You’ll be 
able to create single or multiple pendant suspensions, perfect to illuminate rooms of different dimensions. 

P-Light

KBME14VN KBME14TISKBME14RA KBME14GO KBME14RAS

KBME14OTS

We recommend bakelite lamp holders to all fans of the vintage look and plastic if you need a neutral colour or just a simple design. 
Available with E14 or E27 fitting, also for lampshades if needed. Some versions include a switch or a pull cord switch. 
All products are sold individually or in bulk boxes (100, 500 or 1000 pieces).

Thermoplastic and bakelite lamp holders

Thermoplastic

PL14PBLI PL14PNLI PL14PBTF PL14PNTF

PL27PBLI PL27PNLI PL27PBTF PL27PNTF PL27PBLINB

PL27PNLINB PL27PBLINT PL27PNLINT

PL27PBTFNT PL27PNTFNT

PL27PBTFNB PL27PNTFNB

Bakelite

PL14BNLI PL14BOLIPL14BBLI PL14BBTF PL14BNTF

PL14BOTF
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Silicone lamp holders are resistant, colourful and easy to install. Last but not least, they have a very attractive price! Each lamp holder 
has a matching silicone ceiling rose.

Silicone E27 lamp holders

KSILICONLAMPBLU KSILICONLAMPRSS KSILICONLAMPNER KSILICONLAMPTURKSILICONLAMPROS

KSILICONLAMPVIO KSILICONLAMPBIA KSILICONLAMPGIA KSILICONLAMPARA

KSILICONLAMPFUC KSILICONLAMPNOC KSILICONLAMPGRI KSILICONLAMPVER KSILICONLAMPLIM

KSILICONLAMPCOF

KSILICONLAMPAZZ

PL27BNTF

PL27BOTF PL27BBLIN PL27BNLIN PL27BBFIN PL27BNFIN

KBP0310TERM KBP0410TERMKBP0110TERM

Add a touch of glamour and elegance with our leather-covered wooden lampholders. 
The leather is handcrafted and sewn in Italy. 

Leather covered E27 wooden lamp holders

Specifically designed for our rope cables and offered in three basic colours, they are extremely versatile: natural wood can be painted 
or polished as desired. Each lamp holder has a matching wooden ceiling rose.

Wood E27 lamp holders

KBL0411016 KBL0110 KBL02116 KBL0316KBL0422016

KBL0116 KBL0324 KBL0124 KBL0230

KBL0330 KBL0130

KBL0224

PL27BBTFPL27BBLI PL27BNLI PL27BOLI
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Porcelain is a timeless classic and is an elegant solution that will make your wall or ceiling lamps absolutely unique. Each lamp holder 
has a matching porcelain ceiling rose.

Porcelain lamp holders

30162

KPLPAZZ KPLPGIA KPLPNER

KPLPROS KPLPVER

25995

KPLPE272WBIA KPLPE272WNER

KPLPGRI

KPLPE14GIA

KPLPE14ROS KPLPE14VER

KPLPE14GRI KPLPE14NERKPLPE14BIA KPLPE14AZZ

Fittings

E14 fitting

E27 fitting

E40 fitting

KPLPE40BIA KPLPE40NER

83-CC011 83-CC013 83-CC005 83-CC001

83-CC000 83-CC002 83-CC012 83-CC010 83-CC006

83-CC008

83-CC007 83-CC004 83-CC00383-CC009

These lamp holders are hand-made in Italy: each piece is unique! Due to their natural look, they are perfect for a country or shabby 
chic home. Each lamp holder has a matching ceramic ceiling rose.

Ceramic E27 lamp holders

KBC2701CGD

Concrete is a building material that has recently established itself as a real furnishing element inside houses and commercial activities 
and it’s perfect to expose your favourite design light bulbs!

Cement E27 lamp holders

KBC2701CGL
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FRAMES/SHADES

Components - Cages and lampshades 
Do you want to enrich and customize your pendant lamps with unique accessories? 
Choose among Creative-Cables lampshades: naked frames, handmade ceramic, classic shapes, metal discs, fabric lampshades, and more!
Explore the available options, choose the finish you prefer and complete your lighting installation with accessories, components, bulbs and 
fabric-covered cables from our catalogue!

Our lampshades laid bare. Find frames, lampshades and cages to create suspension lamps with one or more pendant. Choose naked 
lampshades for a surprising scenic effect and to create modern pendant lamps, with a design light bulb in plain sight.

Bulb cages 

PAM06VN PAM06VB PAM06GO PAM06RA PAM05VN

PAM05VB PAM05GO PAM05RA PAM05VR PAM05VT

PAM03VN PAM04VN KPAM03VB KPAM04VB KPAM17VNO

KPAM17VBL KPAM17VRL KPAM23VNO KPAM23VBL KPAM23VRL

KPAM18VNONER KPAM18VBLBIA KPAM19VNONER KPAM19VBLBIA

KPAM24VNSRAKPAM24VNSVN KPAM24VNSCR KPAM24VNSGO PAM25VN
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If you are looking for a lampshade to complement your hanging, table or ceiling lamp, you will find solutions in different materials and 
sizes to suit the many interior design needs. Handmade ceramic lampshades perfect for kitchens and dining tables, metal spotlight to 
create contemporary atmospheres, classic shades for table and wall lamps, funny wooden lampshade in limited editions: we have a 
solution for many tastes and interior design needs. 

Lampshades

DMNER DMBIA DMCOR

PAM13VRL

PAM11VBL PAM20VBL

PAM11VVL

 PAM13VNL  PAM13VNO

PAM09VBL

PAM09VVL

PAM08VBL

PAM08VVL

PAM10VBL

PAM10VVL

KSPOTME14VBOKSPOTME14VN KSPOTME14TIS KSPOTME14RAS KSPOTME14OTS

PAM11VNLPAM09VNLPAM08VNL PAM10VNL

Metal shades

DMRAM

Ceramic shades

EKBOSTAVN

EKBOSTRSS

EKBIBIAN

EKBICEBI

EKBIRUBI

EKSTAVN

EKSTRSS

EKBISTAVN

EKBISTTC

EKBISTRSS

EKBISTTRT

EKBOCEBI

EKBORUBI

EKBOSTTRT

EKBOSTTC

EKCEBI

EKRUBI

EKSTTRT

EKSTTC

EKBOBIAN EKBIAN

PAM20VNL
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EKPCNERA EKPCBIAN EKPCCEBI EKPCRUBI

EKCALABI EKCABIAN EKCACEBI EKCARUBI

EKPSNERA EKPSBIAN EKPSCEBI EKPSRUBI

EKCTLABI EKCTBIAN EKCTCEBI EKCTRUBI

EKMCLABI EKMCBIBI EKMCCEBI EKMCRUBI

EKBOSTVRB EKSTVRBEKBISTVRB

PARPQE27NER PARPQE27BIA PARPQE27TOR PARPQE27ROS

PARTCE27NER PARTCE27BIA PARTCE27TOR PARTCE27ROS

PARCIE27TENER PARCIE27CIPET PARCIE27ELPIN PARCIE27ARGRI PARCIE27CAMAR

PARCIE27TEBOR PARCIE27CIARA PARCIE27TEGIV PARCIE27TEVOL PARCIE27TECEL

PARCIE27LIBIA PARCIE27TSARG PARCIE27TSRAM

Fabric shades

PARCIE27RNGC

PARIME27JNGN PARIME27JGGGS PARIME27JCGG
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PAT1XS-CP0953
PAT1M-CP0861

PAT1XS-CP0947
PAT1M-CP0855

PAT1XS-CP1612
PAT1M-CP1636

PAT1XS-CP0945
PAT1M-CP0853

PAT1XS-CP1341
PAT1M-CP1337

PAT1XS-CP1614
PAT1M-CP1638

PAT1XS-CP0948
PAT1M-CP0856

PAT1XS-CP0951
PAT1M-CP0859

PAT1XS-CP1619
PAT1M-CP1643

PAT1XS-CP1620
PAT1M-CP1644

PAT1XS-CP0933
PAT1M-CP0841

PAT1XS-CP0938
PAT1M-CP0846

PAT2XS-CP1555
PAT2M-CP1590

PAT2XS-CP0205
PAT2M-CP0124

PAT2XS-CP0208
PAT2M-CP0126

PAT2XS-CP1560
PAT2M-CP1595

PAT2XS-CP1561
PAT2M-CP1596

PAT2XS-CP0192
PAT2M-CP0110

PAT2XS-CP0197
PAT2M-CP0115

Dome

Sphere

PAT2XS-CP0210
PAT2M-CP0128

PAT2XS-CP0204
PAT2M-CP0123

PAT2XS-CP1553
PAT2M-CP1588

PAT2XS-CP0202
PAT2M-CP0121

PAT2XS-CP1349
PAT2M-CP1345

Fibre lampshades Cement shades

KPAC01CGD KPAC03CGD

KPAC02CGL

KPAC02CGD

KPAC01CGL KPAC03CGL
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Components

Components - Accessories
Small things can make a difference: among our accessories you will find all the special components which can make your lamp 100% 
unique.

Pinocchio

Pinocchio is Creative Cables adjustable wall mount for pendant lamp: 
it is made in Italy out of 100% beachtree wood and it can be polished 
or painted as desired.
The cable doesn’t go through any holes, it is wrapped around ridged 
wooden supports at each end: we strongly recommend you to use it 
with Snake, Snake for lampshades and SnakeBis.

Pinocchio makes it possible to hang a lamp onto a wall, even with a 
lampshade with a 50 cm maximum diameter and a 3,365 kg maximum 
weight.

SSTLN01SSTLN02SSTLN03

Pinocchio can also be adjusted at three different heights.
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Archet(To)

Archet(To) is Creative-Cables patented and Made in Italy solution to 
create a suspended lamp that can be hung onto a wall, even with a 
lampshade with a 70 cm maximum diameter and a 3,365 kg maximum 
weight: Archet(To) bends according to the weight it is bearing.
it has a light structure in transparent polycarbonate and can be used 
with Snake, Snake for lampshades and SnakeBis.

ARCHETTO

To mount Archet(To) on a wall lightpoint, you may want to use the designated 
bases in natural and made-in-Italy wood.
The bases can be polished or painted as desired.

KRLQARC KRLTARC

Cable Clamps are not just a safety feature: they can actually be beautiful and decorative! The metal cable clamps are available in 
standard size (1,7 cm) and XL size (7 cm and 15 cm).

Cable Clamps

SER01 SER02 SER00 SERP1BI SERP1NE SERP1TR

SERM1VB SERM1VN SERM1CR SERM1RA SERM1GO SERM1BR

SERM4VB SERM4VN SERM4CR SERM4RA SERM4GO SERM4BR

SERM5VB SERM5VN SERM5CR SERM5RA SERM5GO SERM5BR

Plastic

Metal

XL-7 CM

XL-15 CM

SERM1TIS SERM1RAS SERM1OTS

SERM4TIS SERM4RAS SERM4OTS

SERM5TIS SERM5RAS SERM5OTS
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Fairleads, hooks, decentralizers: these small pieces will give shape to your installation and  allow you to run your cables exactly in the 
way you imagined!

Wall Fixtures

PC1ISO18 FCP01NER FCP01BIA FCP01TRA DCG01NER

DCG01BIA DCG01TRA DCS01NER DCS01BIA DCS01TRA

Straight and bent extension pipes are available in different finishes and lengths: they can creatively customize a wall or table lamp.
Tube sizes available: 5 cm - 10 cm - 15 cm - 20 cm - 25 cm - 30 cm

Extension Pipes

EXTVB EXTVN EXTCR EXTRA EXTGO EXTBR

EXTELLE15VB EXTELLE15VN EXTELLE15CR EXTELLE15RA EXTELLE15GO EXTELLE15BR

EXTTIS EXTRAS EXTOTS

EXTELLE15TIS EXTELLE15RAS EXTELLE15OTS

Complete your project and satisfy your home-decorating urges with threaded tubes, threaded rods and wooden height adjusters. 
Some products are sold individually or in bulk boxes (10 or 100 pieces).
Threaded tubes sizes available: 1 cm - 1,5 cm - 2 cm - 2,5 cm

Other accessories

30180 ELEG02 ELEG01 ELEG03PC10TIGE10
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Components - Electricity
Every electrical accessory you can think of to create your own personal design: plugs, sockets, switches, dimmers, and much more. 
All certified to the strictest Italian and European safety standards.

Our switches are ideal for creating your table or floor lamp on your own. 

Switches

Our plugs and sockets are ideal for creating your table or floor lamp wiring on your own. 

Plugs and sockets 

INTRFBN INTRFBB INTRFBT INTRFBO INTPEDN

INTPEDB INTPEDT

80071-E 80070-E 82501-E 82500-E SPIT2PT

PVT16A1BI ST16A1BI SPIN3PBI SPIN3PNST16A1NE

CH56035 CH56036 CH56037

Splicing connectors are essential for completing your lighting installations. They are sold individually or in bulk boxes (10 or 100 pieces).

Electric accessories 

Dimmers let you adjust the light intensity of a light bulb according to your personal need.

Dimmer 

ARD036827 ARD037536 ARD037399 ARD037433 DIM551010

MOR412 MOR413 MOR415

Thanks to this multiadaptor you can enrich your electrified track with some suspended lights made with our fabric cables, that can be 
placed and mounted where desired.

Adaptors for tracks

KTRACB KTRACN
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Bulbs
A selection of design and atmosphere: LED bulbs. The most beautiful shapes: candle, Edison, globe, tubular. Choose the perfect bulbs 
for your home.

XXL oversize light bulbs

CBL700146 CBL700156

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm 5W - 2000K - 250 Lm

DL700193

11W - 2000K - 1000 Lm

CBL700217

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm

CBL700694

5W - 2200K - 280 Lm

CBL700218

CBL700693

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm

5W - 2200K - 280 Lm

CBL700191 CBL700192

11W - 2000K - 1000 Lm 11W - 2000K - 1000 Lm

Fittings

E14 fitting E27 fitting S14d fitting

DL700235 DL700185

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm 5W - 2000K - 250 Lm

DL700188

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm

DL700237

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm

DL700238

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm

DL700186

DL700187

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm

DL700211.00L DL700210.00A

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm 5W - 2000K - 150 Lm

DL700234

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm
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Decorative LED light bulbs

DL700139 DL700140 DL700179 CBL700725 CBL700141

5W - 2200K - 280 Lm 5W - 2000K - 250 Lm 5W - 2000K - 150 Lm 5W - 2200K - 280 Lm 5W - 2200K - 280 Lm

DL700142 CBL700180 DL700726 CBL700143 DL700144

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm 5W - 2000K - 150 Lm 5W - 2200K - 280 Lm 5W - 2200K - 280 Lm 5W - 2000K - 250 Lm

CBL700181 CBL700727

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm 5W - 2200K - 280 Lm

DL700137 CBL700138 CBL700149

3W - 2200K - 150 Lm 3W - 2000K - 150 Lm 3W - 2200K - 150 Lm

DL700120 DL700121 DL700119 DL7001100DA

7,5W - 2200K - 805 Lm 7,5W - 2200K - 805 Lm 7,5W - 2200K - 805 Lm 4W - 2200K - 400 Lm

CBL700148

3W - 2000K - 120 Lm

DL700134

4W - 2000K - 360 Lm

CBL700169 DL700135 CBL7001120CA DL700136

7,5W - 2700K - 806 Lm 4W - 2000K - 400 Lm 4W - 2200K - 400 Lm 4W - 2000K - 400 Lm

CBL700110

4W - 2700K - 470 Lm

CBL700111

4W - 2700K - 470 Lm

CBL700216

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm

CBL700184

5W - 2000K - 110 Lm

CBL700155

5W - 2700K - 470 Lm

CBL700233 DL700167 DL700170

4W - 2000K - 200 Lm 11W - 2700K - 1521 Lm 8W - 2700K - 1055 Lm

CBL700174

7W - 2700K - 806 Lm

DL700232

5W - 2000K - 250 Lm

CBL700176 CBL700177 CBL700200 CBL700182

7W - 2700K - 806 Lm 7W - 2700K - 806 Lm 7W - 2700K - 806 Lm 7W - 2700K - 806 Lm

DL700171

8W - 4000K - 1055 Lm

CBL700175

7W - 2700K - 806 Lm

4W - 3000K - 440 Lm 4W - 3000K - 440 Lm 4W - 3000K - 440 Lm

DL700205 DL700131

5.5W - 2000K - 470 Lm

4W - 2700K - 330 Lm 5W - 2700K - 400 Lm5W - 2000K - 360 Lm

AL009

4W - 2700K - 300 Lm

AL010

4W - 2700K - 300 Lm

CBL700173

CBL700172

CBL700102 CBL700107 CBL700109

CBL700166

7.5W - 2700K - 806 Lm

CBL700108

6W - 2700K - 806 Lm

CBL700116

CBL700117

8W - 2700K - 1055 Lm

7W - 2700K - 806 Lm

CBL700118

8W - 2700K - 1050 Lm

DL700132

7W - 2700K - 600 Lm

CBL700165

7.5W - 2700K - 806 Lm

DL700206

6W - 2700K - 540 Lm

DL700222

6W - 2700K - 540 Lm

DL700290

7W - 2700K - 806 Lm

DL700289

7W - 2700K - 806 Lm

DL700208.00A DL700258

5W - 2000K - 150 Lm 4W - 2700K - 400 Lm

DL700259

3W - 2000K - 90 Lm

DL700239

7W - 2200K - 580 Lm

DL700291

7W - 2700K - 806 Lm

DL700682

2W - 2000K - 40 Lm

DL700683 

2W - 2000K - 40 Lm

DL700243

6W - 2700K - 540 Lm

DL7001110DA

4W - 2200K - 400 Lm
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SEG50182 SEG50183 SEG50184 SEG50186

8W - 2000K - 300 Lm - 300mm 8W - 2200K - 350 Lm - 300mm 8W - 2200K - 100 Lm - 300 mm 12W - 2000K - 440 Lm - 500 mm

SEG50187 

12W - 2200K - 500 Lm - 500mm

SEG50181

8W - 2200K - 350 Lm - 300mm

12W - 2200K - 240 Lm - 500mm

SEG50188

ES18G125BR ES18G125BO ES18G125DR ES18G125DGLB

ES18B140BRV ES18B140BO ES18B140DR ES18B140DGLB

ES18E180BRV

4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm

4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm

4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm

Pastel light bulbs

ES18E180DR ES18E180DGLB

ES18C220BRV ES18C220BO

4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm

4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm 4W - 2200K - 100 Lm

ES18C220DGLB

4W - 2200K - 100 Lm

ES18E180BO

ES18C220DR

13W - 2200K - 720 Lm - 1000mm

SEG50190

SEG50144 SEG50145 SEG50149 SEG50151

SEG50152 SEG50156 SEG50157

SEG50143

8W - 2200K - 300 Lm 8W - 2200K - 300 Lm 8W - 2200K - 300 Lm 8W - 2200K - 330 Lm 12W - 2200K - 350 Lm

12W - 2200K - 350 Lm 12W - 2200K - 500 Lm 12W - 2200K - 500 Lm

SEG50159 SEG50148

8W - 2200K - 500 Lm 8W - 2200K - 330 Lm

Silhouette

SEG50137

5W - 2200K - 200 Lm

SEG50105 SEG50103 SEG50101 SEG50104 SEG50102

SEG50125 SEG50127 SEG50126 SEG50128

8W - 2200K - 360 Lm 8W - 2200K - 360 Lm 8W - 2200K - 360 Lm 8W - 2800K - 250 Lm 8W - 2200K - 360 Lm

8W - 2200K - 360 Lm 8W - 2800K - 250 Lm 8W - 1800K - 160 Lm 8W - 4000K - 80 Lm

Special shape
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The LED lamps of the Tattoo Lamp® line undergo a special treatment that makes them frosted and therefore possible to be decorated.

Tattoo Lamps®

LEDBASKETC LEDCUOREC LEDHALFC

4W - 2700K - 420 Lm 4W - 2700K - 420 Lm 4W - 2700K - 420 Lm

LEDKISSC

4W - 2700K - 420 Lm

LEDPIOC

4W - 2700K - 420 Lm

LEDOTTOC

4W - 2700K - 420 Lm

Custom Design LED Tattoo Lamp® can be personalized with a logo, a 
claim or a graphic element being part of your corporate identity: it will 
be an original distinctive element for your business, your point of sale 
or even a subtle feature for the architectural project you are creating. 
Write to us for further information!

CBL700195 CBL700194

E27 - 12W E27 - 12W

These LED lamps help us to maintain healthy flowers and green plants in apartments or greenhouses.

Lamps for plants
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Ready to use

Ready to use - Single pendant sets
Put together a cable, a rosette and a lamp holder and you’ll have yourself a single pendant set. More than 10.000 possible combinations!

A simple and essential suspended light solution that can be personally configured by following some simple steps.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design. 

Metal pendant set

Personalise your metal pendant set

Pick your favourite cable colour
1

2

3

4
Choose between the ready-made 
pendant or the DIY kit 

Decide on your favourite finish for 
the lamp holder and ceiling rose

Select the length of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step
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White porcelain is a classic and shabby solution for unique pendant lamps.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Porcelain pendant set

Personalise your porcelain pendant set

Pick your favourite cable colour
1

2

3

Select the length of the cable

Choose between the ready-made 
pendant or the DIY kit

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

The pendant lamp with an essential design and high quality Made in Italy materials: perfect to give an extra touch to your glamorous 
and chic interior. 

Leather pendants

Personalise your leather pendant set

Pick your favourite leather colour 
1

2

3

Choose if you want to add a design 
light bulb

Ask for customization if you need it!

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step
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A minimalist but far from a cold solution: nautical ropes and wood can also be implemented in a shabby or country style environment!
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Wood pendant set for rope cables

Personalise your wood pendant set

Pick your favourite colour from
10 models of rope cables and
3 wood finishes for lamp holders 
and ceiling roses

1

2

3

4
Choose between the ready-made 
pendant or the DIY kit

Decide the diameter of the hole 
in the ceiling rose and the lamp 
holder based on the thickness
of the rope cable selected

Select the length of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step

A simple and essential solution to be suspended on your ceiling, that can be configured by your self following some simple steps: just add a 
lampshade and you’re done! Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Pendants for lampshades

Personalise your pendant for lampshades

Pick your favourite cable colour 
1

2

3

4
Choose between the ready-made 
pendant or the DIY kit

Decide your favourite finish for 
lamp holder and ceiling rose

Select the length of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step
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If you prefer a complete package, we’ve made something just for you: our pendant lamps, preassembled with our coloured fabric cables and 
our geometric metal bulb cages. Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Pendants with lampshades 

Personalise your pendant with lampshade

Pick your favorite naked 
lampshade shape

1

2

3

Choose the colour of the cable 
out of the available options

Select the length of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

Ready to use - Multiple pendants
Why have one chandelier when you can have many? Spider is a cascade of coloured cables and light bulbs, ready to uniformly and strategically 
illuminate any environment.

Metal Spider is Creative-Cables signature multiple pendant and is one of our most beloved products.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Metal Spider

Personalise your metal Spider

Define how many pendants you 
need

Select your cable retainers

Pick your favourite combination 
of cable colour and accessories 
finish

Decide between the two ceiling 
support options

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step

1

2

3

4

5
Choose between the ready-ma-
de pendant or the DIY kit

5 Step
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Ceramic Spider is a classic alternative to metal spider and employs our made in Italy hand painted rosettes.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Ceramic Spider

Personalise your ceramic Spider

Pick your favorite naked 
lampshade shape

1

2

3

Choose the colour of the cable 
out of the available options

Select the length of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

Outdoor string lights are a wonderful way to transform your garden terrace, patio or even balcony. They also work very well indoors for 
festive events. Easily create the perfect atmosphere for your dinner or party guests with a great selection of delightful colours and 
fabrics. Bulbs are not included with the kits. The hook allows you to hang it where you prefer to create interesting installations such 
as crossing the wires or running them parallel.

Outdoor string lights

Personalize your outdoor string lights

Pick your Favorite cable color
1

2

3

Select the length of the cable

Select the color of the components

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step
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Ready to use - Lamp wiring kits
This is Creative-Cables solution for giving your lamps a touch of colour. 
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

A cost effective and simple solution to bring new life into your existing table lamps.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Table lamp wiring kit

Personalise your table lamp wiring kit

Pick your favourite cable colour
1

2

3

Choose your plug

Choose the colour of the switch 
and plug

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

A cost effective and simple solution to bring new life into your existing floor lamps.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Floor lamp wiring kit

Personalise your floor lamp wiring kit

Pick your favourite cable colour
1

2

3

Choose your plug

Choose the colour of the switch 
and plug

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step
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A multi-purpose lamp that can simply be plugged into a socket: you can wrap it around the upright of a bookcase, on the handrail of 
a ladder, a kitchen rack, or you can simply hang it using a hook or a decentralizer.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Snake

Personalise your Snake

Pick your favourite cable colour 
1

2

3

4
Select the length of the cable

Decide your favourite colour for 
lamp holder and plug

Choose your plug

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step

Instead of a regular lamp holder, you will find a double ferrule lamp holder ready to support a lampshade.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Snake for lampshades

Personalise your Snake for lampshades

Pick your favourite cable colour 
1

2

3

4
Select the length of the cable

Decide your favourite colour for 
lamp holder and plug

Choose your plug

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step
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SnakeBis is a regular Snake with a plain lamp holder and a in-line switch.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

SnakeBis

Personalise your SnakeBis

Define how many pendants you 
need

Define the length of the cable

Decide your favourite colour for 
lamp holder and switch

Select the fitting

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step

1

2

3

4

5
Choose the type of lamp holder

5 Step

Ready to use - Power strips and extension cables
Power strips and extension cables are an office and workspace essential that can now have your personal touch thanks to a colourful cable.

If you need to plug-in multiple devices but only have one socket, do not go for those plain and anonymous power strips: choose a colourful one! 
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Power strips

Personalise your power strips cables

Pick your favourite cable colour
1

2
Select the length of the cable

1 Step

2 Step
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Make your cable longer, longer and even longer with Creative-Cables colourful extension cable.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Extension cables 

Personalise your extension cables 

Pick your favourite cable colour
1

2

3

Choose your favourite colour for 
switch and plug

Select the length of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

Ready to use - Table Lamps 
Posaluce is Creative-Cables signature table lamp, its minimal design has been developed to enhance light bulbs and colourful cables.

Metal Posaluce is available in 6 different metal finishes and has two different purposes: it can be used as it is or it can be embellished with 
a lampshade. In this last case, select the double ferrule lamp holder.

Metal Posaluce

Personalise your metal Posaluce

Define your plug

Choose the length of the extension 
pipe

Pick your favourite finish

Choose the lamp holder

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step

1

2

3

4

5
Select the colour of the cable

5 Step
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If you decorate a Metal Posaluce with a made in Italy fabric lampshade you will get an incredibly elegant yet minimal result.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Posaluce with lampshades

Personalise your Posaluce with lampshade

Define your plug
1

2

3

4
Select the colour of the cable

Pick your favourite finish

Choose the colour of the 
lampshade 

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step

A Posaluce, with the natural charm of wood. Available in different sizes, they will give a special Scandinavian touch to any room.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Wooden Posaluce

Personalise your wooden or cork Posaluce

Pick your plug
1

2

3

4
Define the colour of the cable

Select your material

Choose the model

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step
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Posaluce Leather is the leather-covered wooden table lamp with an essential design and quality materials, suitable for any environment 
with a sophisticated style, completely Made in Italy.

Posaluce Leather

Personalise your leather Posaluce

Pick your plug
1

2

3

4
Ask for customization if you need it!

Select your favourite leather colour

Choose if you want to add a 
design light bulb

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step

4 Step

Snake can become a table lamp just by adding a naked lampshade.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Table Snake

Personalise your Table Snake

Pick your plug
1

2

3

Pick the colour of the cage

Choose the colour of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step
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Ready to use with many different colours and fabric textile cables from Creative-Cables. Spostaluce are the light points that allow you to 
take the light source wherever you want, no longer having the issue of being limited to the location of the power source. Available in various 
styles and finishes, with Spostaluce it is possible to create an impressive light installation both on a ceiling or on a wall.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Just contact us and we’ll do our best to help you create your special design.

Metal Spostaluce 

Personalise your metal Spostaluce

Ready to use - SPOSTALUCE
No matter where the power socket may be: thanks to its cable, Spostaluce can arrive wherever you want.

Pick your favourite finish
1

2

3

Choose the lamp holder

Choose the colour of the cable

1 Step

2 Step

3 Step
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Ready to use - Ceiling and wall lights
A spotlight can have its own personality and be coordinated with the other lamps of the room: just choose the right material and style!

If you love to have your light bulbs exposed, these wall and ceiling Fermaluce are the perfect lighting solution for you! We have a lamp for 
every style and every room you need to decorate, go minimal or glamorous, find your industrial flush light or your vintage looking light source, 
Creative-Cables made it for you. CE certified by independent Italian laboratories.

Ceiling and wall lights Naked bulbs 

APM2VBTBS1CR APM2VNTBS1BR APM2CRTBS1CR APM2RATBS1RA

APM2BRTBS1BRAPM2GOTBS1GO

APM2VBOTBS1CR

APM1VB APM1VN APM1CR APM1RA

APM1BRAPM1GO

APM1VBO

APL01FB10 APL02FB16 APL03FB16

APL01FB16 APP1BI APP1AZ APP1VE APP1NE

APP1RS APP1GI

APP2BITBS1CR APP2AZTBS1CR

APP1GR

APL201FB10TBS1CR

APP2RSTBS1CR APP2GITBS1CR

APP2BITBS1CRPBBTF

APP2GRTBS1CR

PL27PBDE PL27PNDE

APL401FB10VB

PDMVNEXGORC04 PDMVBOEXRARM01 APM4VNAPM4VBO

APM4VN2EX APM4RA APM4BRAPM4GO APM4RA2EX

APM4GO2EX APM4BR2EX APP4NEGOAPP4BIRA

APM4RONE1F204 APP4AZVB APP4RSVBAPP4VEVB APP4GIVB

APP2NETBS1BRPBNTF

PDLP03EXGO

APM4VBO2EX

APM4RONE1F203

PL27PBIE

PL27PNIE PDLP04EXVNPDLP01EXVN

APLP03APLP01

APP2VETBS1CR APP2NETBS1BR
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We know that finding the right lampshade for you is a matter of love at first sight, for this reason we’ve created a selection of wall lamps 
that will perfectly match every kind of pre-loved lampshade that you own and need to be fixed to a light source. Complement the light of your 
dreams with our selection of ready to use lamps. CE certified by independent Italian laboratories.

Ceiling and wall lights for lampshades

APM2VBTBS1CRPBBTF APM2VNTBS1BRPPNTF APM2CRTBS1CRPMARTF APM2RATBS1RAPMRATF

APM2GOTBS1GOPMOTTF APM2BRTBS1BRPMBRTF

APM2VBOTBS1CRPBBTF

APM1VNPPNTF

APM1CRPMARTF APM1RAPMRATF APM1GOPMOTTF APM1BRPMBRTF

APM1VBPBBTF APM1VBOPBBTF

When a Fermaluce meets a lampshade, you don’t know what can be created! Naked cages, fabric cylinders or wooden disks, to create a 
minimal light point, colored or natural, industrial or glamorous all depending on the result you are looking for! CE certified by independent 
Italian laboratories.

Ceiling and wall light with lampshades

APP4KR73165FPAR APP4KR73163FPAR APM4VBOPPBTFPCIA APM4VBOPPBTFPTCLAPP4KR73164FPAR

APL401VBPAR APM4VNRAPAM24 PDMPNRAEXVNRC04PAMAPM4VNGOPAM24 APM4VNVNPAM24

APM3VBCIPET APM3VBTEBOR APM3VBCIARA APM3VBTECELPDMPNGOEXVNRC04PAM

APM3VBTEGIVAPM3VBTEVOL APM3RATENERAPM3CRTENER APM3CRELPIN

APM3RALIBIA APM3RACAMAR APM3GOTENER APM3GOLIBIA APM2RATBS1RADRA

APM2GOTBS1GODGO APM2BRTBS1BRDVN APM2RATBS1RAGRA APM2GOTBS1GOGGO APM2BRTBS1BRGVN

APP2BITBS1CRPAM13VNL APP2NETBS1BRPAM13VNOAPP2BITBS1RAPAM13VRL APP2NETBS1BRPAM13VNL APM2VBOSPOT

APM2VNSPOT APM2TISSPOT APM2RASSPOT APM2OTSSPOT APM4VBOSPOT

APM4VNSPOT APM4TISSPOT APM4RASSPOT APM4OTSSPOT APM4VBORASPOT

APM4VNGOSPOT
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Magnetico®: the lamp that loves metal!

It is an adjustable pendant lamp: the magnetic lamp holder, in fact, can be rotated on a metal ball and can therefore be directed where 
desired. Magnetico®-Pendel is available in 9 different finishes, it’s ready-to-use and includes a 1,50 m cable.

Magnetico®-Pendel

The project

The Magnetico® collection is based on a simple but ingenious idea: as 
domestic environments are rich in metal surfaces, let’s use these to place
a lamp with the aid of a magnet, moving it and orienting it according to taste 
and necessity, without drilling the walls!

MAGPBIA MAGPNER MAGPROS MAGPBLU MAGPVER MAGPARA

MAGPCROM MAGPSAT MAGPCROM

It is a magnetic lamp holder able to adhere to any flat metal surface, no matter whether vertical or horizontal!
Magnetico®-Plug is available in 9 different finishes and is equipped with a coloured 3 meter cable, switch, two-pole plug and E27 socket.

Magnetico®-Plug

MPLUGBIA3 MPLUGNER3 MPLUGROS3 MPLUGBLU3 MPLUGVER3 MPLUGARA3

MPLUGCROM3 MPLUGSAT3 MPLUGDCROM3

MBASBIA MBASNER MBASROS MBASBLU MBASVER MBASARA

MBASCROM MBASSAT MBASDCROM

MMENSBIA MMENSNER MMENSROS MMENBLU MMENVER MMENARA

It is a shelf, available in 6 colours, to be fixed to the wall and combined with Magnetico®-Plug. Magnetico®-Shelf is thin, but it is a shelf 
in all respects: it can host a book, a pair of glasses, a telephone and become a very original bedside table.
Thanks to the fold, the light of the Plug can also be oriented as desired.

Magnetico®-Shelf 

It is a small metal base, available in 9 different finishes, which can be associated with Magnetico®-Plug to create movable table lamps.
It is ideal as a portable and adjustable light for reading or working on a PC, but it can also illuminate a coffee table or a bookcase.
Also equipped with a fold, it allows you to direct the light as desired.

Magnetico®-Base
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UFO Unconventional Flying Object

We selected 14 famous & promising emerging artists, we chose two of their most representative artworks and we lit them up: this is 
how the UFO collection - Unconventional Flying Objects was born. 14 double-faced wooden disks, processed and printed in Italy, ready 
to become a wall or a suspension lamp. Well, actually two: both sides of the disk are illustrated with different designs! Men and wo-
men, cactus and pineapples, mandala and azulejos, ice cream and cupcakes, and not to forget fish, dogs and flamingoes: A surprising 
variety of subjects and colours that create playful, romantic or surreal atmospheres.

The project

LPWUFO01
Hikimi

LPWUFO02
Marco Bonatti

LPWUFO03
Davide Bonazzi

LPWUFO04
Fernando Cobelo

LPWUFO05
ODD

LPWUFO06
Chiara Fucà

LPWUFO07
Marika Marconcini

LPWUFO08
Francesco Poroli

LPWUFO09
Pistrice

LPWUFO10
G. Quagli

LPWUFO11
Gianfranco Setzu

LPWUFO12
Annachiara Zaminato

LPWUFO13
G. Zoavo

LPWUFO14
Carolina Zuniga

UFO, when equipped with the right accessories can be easily turned into flying suspension light or a wall lamp: Special attention has 
been given to the colours of cables and lamp holders chosen to ensure the best aesthetic result. We recommend you to pair UFO wall 
lamps with a small Half Sphere bulb that won’t cover the illustration, only illuminate it without dazzling the observer.

UFO Suspended and wall lamps

PDMPNRC30UFO01

APM1UFO01

PDMPNRC35UFO02

APM1UFO02

PDMPNRC34UFO03

APM1UFO03

PDMPNRC43UFO04

APM1UFO04

PDMPNRM11UFO05

APM1UFO05

PDMPNRM20UFO06

APM1UFO06

PDMPNRM13UFO07

APM1UFO07

PDMPNRM15UFO08

APM1UFO08

PDMPNRC32UFO09

APM1UFO09

PDMPNRH69UFO10

APM1UFO10

PDMPNRN06UFO11

APM1UFO11

PDMPNRM21UFO12

APM1UFO12

PDMPNRM14UFO13

APM1UFO13

PDMPNRC63UFO14

APM1UFO14
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UFO COLLECTION “PEMBERLEY POND”

Pemberley Pond is the name of the duo who illustrated the cover of “Goodnight Stories for Rebel Girls”, one of the most successful 
children’s books of recent years. Thanks to their unmistakable calligraphic style, 8 quotes inspired to the pleasure of reading have 
become 4 reversible UFOs and double-faced MINI-UFOs: all ready to decorate walls, chandeliers and tables! All printed in Italy in poplar 
wood, they all share a playful and naive style and are ideal in the room of baby readers, to illuminate their first books and guide them 
into the pleasure of reading.

The project

UFO and MINI-UFO, when equipped with the right accessories can be easily turned into 4 flying suspension lights. 4 flush lights or 8 
table lamps: special attention has been given to the colours of cables, the lamp holders and the table base chosen to ensure the 
best aesthetic result. 

Ufo suspended, wall and table lamps

LPWUFO01P LPWUFO02P LPWUFO03P LPWUFO04P

KCDW01P KCDW02P KCDW03P

UFO and MINI-UFO

KCDW04P

ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW02P ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW03P ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW04P ABLB10BLINBRN06CDW01P

ABLB10BLINBRN06CDW02P ABLB10BLINBRN06CDW03P ABLB10BLINBRN06CDW04P

ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW01P

PDMPNRM34UFO01P

APM1UFO01P

PDMPNRM31UFO02P

APM1UFO02P

PDMPNRM35UFO03P

APM1UFO03P

PDMPNRM32UFO04P

APM1UFO04P
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MINI-UFO Collection “Reading ballsh*t”

The first MINI-UFO collection for Posaluce - illustrated in the ironic calligraphic style of lepalle.it - is dedicated to readers, who are 
known to be the finest and snobbiest liars

The project

ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW01 ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW02 ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW03 ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW04

ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW05 ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW06 ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW07 ABLB10BLEUTRN06CDW08

The essential design of a white wood Posaluce is embellished by a reversible MINI-UFO from the collection “READING BALLSH*T”.
Available with italian or english MINI-UFO, they include: plug, switch and 2 m jute cable

Posaluce with MINI-UFO

4 small poplar wood disks, processed and printed in Italy, with a central hole: they need to be mounted on a while wooden Posaluce 
and they are ready to illuminate your reading sessions. Both sides are illustrated. Available in italian or english.

MINI-UFO

CDW01 CDW02 CDW03 CDW04

ABLB10BLEUTRN06

CDW05

CDW06 CDW07 CDW08

Off-the-shelf products

This eco-friendly leather suitcase was conceived for containing the hundreds of samples of various fabric cables available.
A simple tool to display our vast range of colours and fabrics to your customers.
It is personalised with an embroidered Creative-Cables logo, a double-sided zipper and a comfortable handle. 
Each sample is labeled and can be extracted from the case. It is a useful helper when it comes to sales & tenders, as well as an 
attractive piece to exhibit in your shop!

Eco-friendly leather suitcase

Note: This product is available only on our B2B site — b2b.creative-cables.com

SCAESP05

Shop corners are the perfect and ready-to-use solution for displaying a very representative range of Creative-Cables products in your 
store. Different styles, layouts and sizes were carefully developed: A corner can be hosted in any shop, no matter how small!
To discover corners and pick the one that best suits your location, ask for further information from our support team:
info.b2b@creative-cables.com

Shop Corners
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ABOUT US

Creative Cables was founded in 2013, fuelled by a combination of the textile tradition of Turin, Italian passion for interior design and 
the contemporary conviction that made-to-measure is the new luxury. Still at the heart of our mission, these elements have taken us 
beyond fabric/textile cables and to develop a “toolbox” to allow consumers and professionals alike to bring their lighting dreams to 
life either by customizing ready-to-use products in our catalogue or sourcing components to build from scratch. Creative-Cables has 
placed the lighting world on its head by eliminating the concept of “standard”, be it in terms of lengths, color, combinations, or simply 
the setup of your lamp and instead substituted it with “choice” and the idea of “Your Light Style”, so you choose! 

In a relative short period Creative-Cables has developed an online presence that stretches across 20+ countries, 4 continents and 
it’s own retail network of Flagship stores in 6 countries. We also serve the professional market via a dedicated B2B division with a 
dedicated account management team and website, with local presences in Italy, UK, Spain and USA. 

Creative-Cables

Reasons to become a B2B CUSTOMER

We offer hundreds of IMQ-HAR or UL certified cables made in Italy, 
complemented by a variety of lighting accessories and high-quality 
light bulbs that can generate thousands of combinations. Our 
assortment is regularly reviewed to set or match current lighting 
trends.

Choice

We can assemble and certify almost any of our products 
together to create your desired ready-to-use lamps that only 
need to be positioned and switched on. Simply nominate the 
components you need and contact us to receive the best 
quotes available complete with volume breaks for larger quan-
tities. The more you buy, the more you save.

Assembly

Anything can be possible at Creative-Cables. We like to 
explore your ideas and encourage your creativity: if what 
you want is feasible, we can make it happen. We are the 
producer, so ask us if we can create what you need.

Customization

Our B2B website is active 24/7: In addition, each B2B cu-
stomer receives dedicated support from a qualified account 
manager who can assist you throughout the process before, 
during and after the sale.

Service

B2B orders of any size can be prepared within 5 working days, 
80% of our orders are dispatched within 48 hours.
We have mastered our efficiency to allow you to receive what 
you need when you need it. For special customized products or 
assemblies, we can advise approximate lead times to ensure 
you have all the information you need to plan accordingly.

Logistics

We have boxed products and sample displays cases. 
Corners Display Panels are the solution to display a wide 
selection of products in your store or showroom to maximize 
sales by properly expressing the idea of possibilities of light 
installations that can be obtained with Creatives Cables 
components.

Point of sale materials
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Some ideas for you! Be Creative, our customers creations



COPYRIGHT BY CREATIVE-CABLES S.P.A.
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO COPY THE CATALOGUE, EVEN PARTIALLY.

In the ongoing search for technical and functional improvements, 
Creative-Cables reserves the right to make changes, substantial 
or not, to its products, which may be put into effect without prior 
notice.
The images and the colours are provided for general information 
purposes only and are not binding for Creative-Cables.




